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● Triage is the who, what, when, & why

● Translation of human and non-human information

● Don't overload your brain; structure your notes

Understanding the Problem
Structured wisdom is the key to effective problem solving

*Journal

Triage

*A3 doc

S (Easy)

Investigate

L (Hard)

Ticket

Pager

* A3 example template 
* Zettelkasten 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/16y_9sRSabd88zlutQ5cdkLDrFMBNwwAvztCXVu6V5fQ/edit
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zettelkasten


Gremlins are unreasonable
Critical thinking is the cornerstone of any investigation

Deductive
reasoning

Inductive
reasoning

Abductive
reasoning Knowledge

Critical
Thinking



Methodologies
The more you know the less you understand

● Methodologies stimulate critical thinking

● Methodologies establish cognitive boundaries

● Methodologies are tools, pick the right one for 
the job

Examine RemedyDiagnosis Cure

Triage



Act II
Gremlin Response



First few minutes

3. Start asking *questions
✔ Have I seen this before?
⨯ Anything in the logs?

Your first few minutes process should be 
organic & match your own growth!

1. Is it really broken?

2. *Analyse Grafana dashboard

3. Run through a *checklist of commands & 
oneliners

* Check the last slide for links to analysis hints



Method Technique Goal Tools Indicators

Examine Top-down Reproducing: curl, dig, apt-get, dd, cat, time
error codes, messages, 
durations

Diagnosis Divide-and-conquer Filtering: ping, sort, uniq, find, grep, jq, netcat
last-mod, size/length, RTT, 
timestamp, IP, path

Examine Trace the path  Locality:
traceroute, mtr,
curl --write-out, strace

TTLs, ASN, TTFB, packet 
markings, MTUs

Examine Comparing differences What changed:
diff, git bisect, htop, free, sysstat, 
email, bash history, syslog

history, context, metrics

Remedy Component swapping Short-circuiting: add/remove resources reducing urgency/criticality

Diagnosis Bottom-up Last resort:
tcpdump, perf/bpftrace, pdb,
git blame

knowledge acquisition, 
working from first principles





Act III
Shining Light on Invisible Gremlins



Invisible Gremlins

● Interpreting data is confusing: why is the cache fine with CPU1 at 95%, yet 
falls over when 50% idle?

● Bursts2 in latency, contention, and errors are invisible to tools that use 
averages3

● Correlate bottom-up measurements with top-down observations, then map it 
to hypothesis & prediction4

1 SquidProfiling
2 See Queueing Theory & QoS 
3 Utilisation, Saturation, Errors
4 See Scientific method for more details

https://wiki.squid-cache.org/SquidFaq/SquidProfiling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little%27s_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality_of_service
https://www.brendangregg.com/usemethod.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothetico-deductive_model




Method Technique Scenario Example Test

Diagnosis Top-down 

Is data cached effectively?

/usr/bin/time -v cat /slow/$datafile > /dev/null

Diagnosis Bottom-up perf stat -p $pid -e major-faults -e 'vmscan:*' 
--repeat 60 --table sleep 1

Diagnosis Divide-and-conquer I want to know if the application is dropping 
packets perf top -e skb:kfree_skb -ns comm

Remedy Component swapping When I add another server it will no longer be 
the top process dropping packets juju add-unit $application

Diagnosis Compare the differences

top/vmstat doesn't show any performance cliffs 
yet application writes are slow

Bursting I/O is masked by averaging. Measure 
I/O counts and latency instead

bcc.biosnoop -Q
bcc.biolatency
bcc.biotop



● Gremlins multiply exponentially so time is of the essence!

● Keep it simple with the easier techniques during the first few minutes

● Short-circuiting reduces urgency

● Communicate workarounds in the wiki, MOTD, deployment specs

The most efficient use of your time is to not spend it
All Gremlins need to feel better is a KISS



Reflection

→ Critical thinking and reasoning is the key to effective troubleshooting

→ Methodologies & techniques are performance tools for our brains

→ Metrics can be misleading, let measurements & observations influence how 
you find them

→ Take shortcuts

→ Don't be afraid to communicate & ask for guidance
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Topic Literature

Methodology Problem solving methods, YBecause, Asking questions, A3 Problem Solving, Reasoning explained for Sysadmins

Technique Algorithms to Live By, Systems Performance, SRE Handbook, Debugging/writing code &  Why did they design it this way?, 
Queueing theory

Analysis
Data Mangling, Shell Tricks, How Linux networking works, Prometheus Tips, PromQL, tshark for network analysis, USE, perf, 
Nightmare mode BPF (bpftrace), EZ mode BPF (bcc), My oneliner collection, *How computers work, Mapping statistical 
analysis theory to PromQL

Triage
&

Reflection

Indexing your mail (notmuch), Personal Knowledge Management (zettelkasten), Managing Your Time, How to Win Friends & 
Influence People

*Addison-Wesley Professional Computing bundle

Grimoires for Gremlins
My curated tomes for the dark art of catching Gremlins

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Problem_solving#Problem-solving_methods
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Why%E2%80%93because_analysis
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socratic_method
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/A3_problem_solving
https://www.redhat.com/sysadmin/problem-solving
https://www.amazon.com.au/Algorithms-Live-Computer-Science-Decisions/dp/1627790365
https://www.amazon.com.au/Systems-Performance-Enterprise-Brendan-Gregg/dp/0133390098
https://sre.google/sre-book/table-of-contents/
https://www.amazon.com.au/Code-Complete-Steve-McConnell/dp/0735619670
https://www.amazon.com.au/Design-Patterns-Elements-Reusable-Object-Oriented/dp/0201633612
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queueing_theory
https://learnbyexample.github.io/books/
https://github.com/dylanaraps/pure-bash-bible
https://blog.packagecloud.io/monitoring-tuning-linux-networking-stack-receiving-data/
https://www.robustperception.io/blog/
https://promlabs.com/promql-cheat-sheet/
https://www.wireshark.org/docs/man-pages/tshark.html
https://www.brendangregg.com/usemethod.html
https://www.brendangregg.com/linuxperf.html
https://github.com/iovisor/bpftrace/blob/master/docs/reference_guide.md
https://github.com/iovisor/bcc
https://realmofchaos.xyz/tech/Performance%20Analysis/extracting-metrics
https://www.amazon.com.au/gp/product/B082SV6FYK?ref_=dbs_p_mng_rwt_ser_shvlr&storeType=ebooks
https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/prometheus-up/9781492034131/part04.html#part4
https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/prometheus-up/9781492034131/part04.html#part4
https://notmuchmail.org/
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zettelkasten
https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/time-management-for/0596007833/
https://www.amazon.com.au/How-Win-Friends-Influence-People/dp/0671027034
https://www.amazon.com.au/How-Win-Friends-Influence-People/dp/0671027034

